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MOBILE APP DEVELOPED BY CLASS X STUDENT
Anmol Jhamb of X E has designed an apparently simple yet path
breaking Android App, which is programmed to control home
appliances using smartphones. It uses an open source
electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use
hardware and software, which allows one to control electrical
appliances with clicks or voice commands. Commands sent via
Bluetooth relays the information to the home automation
circuit and the appliance behave accordingly. The core
competence of Anmol lies in programming and he aims to
pursue computer engineering from IIT. He is all geared up to opt
for Computers as his optional subject in class XI. Currently, he is
working on another app related to search engine. We wish our
budding Bill Gates all the very best. We are sure that he will go
places.
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SACHIN GUPTA TO REPRESENT INDIA
AT WORLD ARCHERY TOURNAMENT
Sachin Gupta of Class XII has acquired international repute and fame
in the field of Archery. Sachin has already secured a position in the
national squad. He will now represent the country in world 4
Championship at Berlin, Germany in the month of August. The trials
for the same were held in Kolkata. Sachin made headlines as he
bagged the top honors. The national coach for Archery has praised
Sachin upholding his immense potential. We wish him all the very
best for his selection to the national team that has the top three of
the country vying for the international honor. We are proud of our
champion and wish him all the very best.

SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM, THE COMPETITIVE CONGLOMERATE
DPSG, Palam Vihar hosted Spectrum the competitive and environmental jour on 29th July 2017. The
highlight of the day was the launch of an e magazine, 'Exploressence' to give impetus to the vision of a
paperless world. Exploressence offers readers a concise, current and comprehensive overview of
scientific research in all fields and application in the field of Environment, Science and Technology. A
cycle rally was also flagged off to promote environmental concerns and to maximize energy efficiency.
Interschool competitions in the field of Art, French and academic disciplines were also organized.
In the Primary Wing, Art, Math & Computer Graphics saw the zealous participation from more than 17

prestigious schools of Gurugram. With the aim to bring out the creativity & talent of the students to the
forefront, the host school, organized various events in the school premises: Caricature in Tux Paint for
the classes III- V, Cool Pool of Numbers for the classes IV- V & Precious Papyrus for the class –II saw an
enthusiastic response.
The Chief Guest was Shri Vinay Pratap Singh, Deputy commissioner of Gurgaon and Dr. Arun Kumar
Tripathi, the Director General of the National Institute of Solar Energy, Gurgaon was the Guest of Honor
for the momentous occasion. The occasion was also graced by Shri Anshul Pathak, Chairman DPSG,
Gurgaon schools and the Academic Director, Shri N.M. Bhatia.
The mission of the school to incubate learners and nurture explorers was also delineated through this
medley of activities. Speaking on the occasion, school principal, Mrs. Deepika Sharma congratulated the
students in the prize distribution ceremony and propelled the students to make a dash in every sphere
of life.

Inter House Competitions Galore

INTER-HOUSE DISPLAY BOARD COMPETITION
An Inter-House Display Board Competition was held for students of classes IV & V.
Students were given different themes for their display board decoration as:
Ganga House: – Ideas of a Smart City& Green City
Yamuna House: – Obeying Traffic Rules
Saraswati House: – India -The Land of Colors
Kaveri House: – Moral Values

ENGLISH INTER HOUSE EXTEMPORE
The English Inter House Extempore competition, organized in the school involved students
of class X. There were two participants from each house. The topics were provided on the
spot. One minute was allotted to the students to mull over the topic and then they had to
present their views for one minute only. The various yardsticks to judge the competition
were diction, fluency, relevance, and eloquence. The students spoke with gusto and
enthusiasm and succeeded in impressing the judges. This competition tested the oratory
skills of the students and showcased their confidence and the ability to think on their feet.
Kaveri House was declared the winner and Saraswati house was the runner up. Maria
Haque of Kaveri House bagged the 1st position.

RANGOLI AND FOLK ART COMPETITION
An Inter-house Rangoli and Folk Art Competition was organized on the 14th of July 2017
in the Art Studio. The theme for category A was ‘Folk Art’ / ‘Alpana’ and Catagory B was
to use the ‘Worli’ or ‘Madhubani’ pattern of designs. The event was a visual feast as the
participants meticulously churned out vibrant and artistic designs. They were judged
based on symmetry, color combination, composition and overall impact. Out of the two
categories, the Rangoli designs of Saraswati House were adjudged the best, followed by
Ganga and Kaveri winning equal points in the second position and Yamuna House was
declared third.

INTERHOUSE CHESS TOURNAMENT
An inter-house chess tournament was organized in the school on the 7th of July ’17. A total of
40 participants comprising of boys and girls from classes VI, VII, VII under category one and IX &
XI from category two participated in the tournament. Two rounds were conducted under each
category. The point system was followed in the competition. The house that attained maximum
points was declared the winner in each category. Kaveri House emerged victorious in the first
category followed by Saraswati, Yamuna and Ganga. Yamuna House won in the second
category with Saraswati bagging the second position followed by Kaveri and Ganga.

TOWER OF MATHEMATICS
An inter house competition ‘Tower of Mathematics' a collage making competition was held
on the 25th August. Students of classes IX & XI prepared attractive and informative collages
on different topics based on broader topics related to Algebra, Geometry, Statistics, and
Arithmetic. For the second category, the contestants from classes VI to VIII had to design an
'Origami Garden' using mathematical concepts like ratio and proportion while adopting a
logical approach while landscaping the garden. The objective was to enable the students to
understand the importance of mathematics in real life. Ganga House was declared the
overall winner, with Kaveri and Saraswati scoring an equalizer at second position with the
Yamuna securing the third position.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING THROUGH CLASS ACTIVITIES
WHIZ KIDS’ COMPETITION
The Whiz Kid’s Competition was held for students of class 2 and 3 in primary wing,
where the young computer geeks displayed their skill in mouse movements and apt
use of color scheme using MS-paint. It was an inter house competition where class 2
was given the topic ‘Rainy Season’ and class 3 was given ‘Village Scene’. For each
mouse click, shades of colors flashed on the computer screen and they slowly traced
the mouse to perfect their painting. The competition comes up with an excellent
activity to show that we have the kids of 22nd century “THE DIGITAL ERA”

Rakhi Making Competition
To welcome the auspicious festival of Raksha Bandhan, an Eco- Friendly Rakhi
Making competition was held on August 3, 2017, for students of classes II to V.
Children made some exquisite rakhis using very innovative ideas. In their move
towards a more nature-friendly environment, students made rakhis using natural
things like cardamoms, leaves, dry fruits, pulses and rice. Students participated with
great vigor and enthusiasm.

POEM RECITATION COMPETITION
“The recitation is a way to honor the speaker, the poem and the audience all at once.
To learn a poem by heart is to make a friend for life”.
Hindi Poem Recitation was organized for the students of Grade 2, 3, 4 & 5. The topics
given to each grade was related to nature. Students unveiled their thoughts through
beautiful words wrapped up in form of expressive poetry. Ms. Harmeet Kaur,
Coordinator-Primary Wing appreciated the students for their wonderful performance
and motivated rest of the students to participate in various activities.

NEWSPAPER CRAFT ACTIVITY
Students brought the old newspaper from their home. Grade 2 made beautiful paper
bags a with a slogan of ‘Go Green’ written on them followed by Grade 3 who made a
magic painting using poster colors and crayons. Grade 4 & 5 students displayed their
creativity by making beautiful utility items like baskets, table mats, flower vase etc.
using the newspaper.

A Watery World of Confidence, Skill, and Fun!
To beat the heat, the swimming classes are being held for the students of grade 4 and
5. The students are learning various swimming strokes through some sequence of
progressive drills. Swimming is one of the most popular forms of exercise is enjoyed
thoroughly by the kids. It uses the body's major muscle groups and is a fantastic
aerobic activity to get the child's heart pumping. Plus, it's a low-impact activity that
increases flexibility- while also improving balance and posture! Keeping in mind the
benefits of swimming, the coaching is provided within the school hours.

ELECTION CAMPAIGN
"Election is the time for optimism and fresh approaches"
After 15 days of rigorous campaigning the final day to use the power of
selecting and electing approached. Students of Grade 3, 4 & 5 voted for all the
8 categories of council members. They selected their favorite contestant and
dropped the voting slip in the ballot box. It was a nice experience for students
as they learned the process of election by doing and participating in it.

Events to Empower
HARIT DIWALI-SWASTH DIWALI CAMPAIGN BY MoE
Eminent schools of DPSG society participated in the “Harit Diwali-Swasth Diwali”
exhibition, organized by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate change
(Govt. of India) on 17th August 2017 in The Indira Paryavaran Bhawan, New Delhi.
A team of 54 students represented DPSG Palam Vihar, in model competition, Mix
media, Nukkad Natak, drawing competition and PPT making on Anti-Pollution. Dr.
Harsh Vardhan, the incumbent minister at Ministry of Science & Technology,
delivered a motivational speech based on the theme to the young generation. The
“Nukkad Natak” added color to the event. There was a science exhibition based on
“Anti-pollution” in which students of various DPSG schools participated with vigor.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY
The Investiture Ceremony of the DPSG Palam Vihar for the session 2017-18 was
held in the school for Junior Wing on 10th August and for Senior Wing on 18th
August 2017. It was presided over by the school principal Mrs. Deepika Sharma and
was witnessed by the parents, teachers and students of the school. The newly
elected Student Council were presented the badges and they were sworn in as the
new student-council members and promised to keep up the legacy of the school by
upholding the virtues of the school. The Students’ Council took the oath of
allegiance. The school principal blessed the council members and encouraged them
to be effective leaders and asked them to lead by example in all aspects of the
school. She asked them to be like the beacon and provide positive direction to their
friends and juniors for the smooth governance of the school. The ceremony ended
with a motivating song “We shall overcome……….”

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AT MUN
Team DPSG participated in PMUN'17, which was a great learning experience for all
seven students who participated as delegates. The theme for this year's PMUN was
sustainable development, something that's the need of the hour. It was a 3-day
conference (25th-27th Aug 2017).
One not only gets to learn about the specific topic discussed in the committee but also
gets to hone public speaking skills and social and interactive skills. DPSGites Harshit XII, Marya Haque - XI, Mustafa Ajmal - XI, Qurat Khan - XI, Lakshya Pant - XI, Savinyu
Pant - X and Rashika Sachdeva - X spoke with utmost zest, showing courtesy and
maintaining decorum in the committee to discuss the on-ground implementations of
innovative solutions through their specialized nature.
Marya, Lakshya Pant, and Rashika got Special Mention in their respective committees
and Harshit received the award for High Commendation. We are proud of our MUN
brigade.

BOOK FAIR
Books are a mirror of one’s soul which enrich the mind and soothe the heart. DPSG
Palam Vihar organized a book fair from 12th to 15th July 2017 for the students of
classes II to X. It was inaugurated by the school Principal Mrs. Deepika Sharma who
motivated students to develop reading habits. The fair was enjoyed by one and all as
the students picked up a lot of Books from various sections. There were a lot of book
stalls beautifully decorated. Apart from Novels and science fictions, activity books and
children's' book were in great demand. A lucky draw was organized by the scholastic
group for book lovers. It saw an overwhelming response from students and parents
who had come to attend the PTM.

WORKSHOPS
WORKSHOP ON TIME MANAGEMENT
A workshop on “TIME MANAGEMENT” was conducted for class 10 students.
The resource person, Mr. Majumdar, a highly active and confident person
discussed the problems that hinder students management of things properly.
They learnt about the smart planning for the future where the word SMART
stands for
S – Specific M – Measurable A – Achievable R – Realistic T-Time Bound.
They got the slogan- “INVEST TIME TO SAVE TIME“. The concept of selfcontrol and the art of saying ‘NO’ to the obstacles coming in their life is the
key mantra to become successful. They learnt to make a table of priorities
which includes high priorities, low priorities, future priorities & not immediate
priorities. The workshop was highly motivating for the students. It was indeed
a wonderful learning experience for them.

COUNSELING WORKSHOP BY IMS
A counseling workshop conducted by IMS was organized at the multipurpose
hall on 17th July for grade XII students. In this informative and interactive
session, learners gained varied perspectives of pursuing their fields of interest
both at the graduate and the post graduate levels from a plethora of
Universities and Institutions at the National and International Level.
Substantiating with examples, the learners were motivated to acknowledge
the importance of planning, shortlisting, and aiming for Premier Institutes.

MATHEMATICS WORKSHOP
A workshop on the use of audio visuals for teaching Mathematics to classes VI to XII was conducted on
5th July 2017 at DPSG Ghaziabad for Mathematics teachers by Khan Academy. Mathematics department
of DPSGPV attended the workshop. During the workshop, teachers were introduced to video lessons of
various concepts taught, practice questions and how to assess the progress of the students. Overall it
was very informative.

WORKSHOP ON SETTING SMART GOALS
An interactive workshop on setting SMART goals was held in Palam Vihar for
the entire staff of DPSG Gurgaon Schools on 5th August 2017. The resource
person for the event was Mrs. Mukta Sharma who trained the educators on
how to devise, execute and accomplish short and long- term goals. Many
interesting role plays and presentations dotted the training session and
enabled the facilitators to get a clear perspective on achieving success while
setting goals and devising an effective mechanism for tracking them.

EDUCATIONAL TRIPS

VISIT to AIR FORCE MUSEUM
HT PACE organized a visit for the students of Primary Wing of D.P.S.G Palam
Vihar to the AIR FORCE MUSEUM on August 24, 2017. The museum is located
at the Palam Air Force Station in Delhi, India.
The Museum entrance features an indoor display gallery that contains historic
photographs, uniforms, and weapons of the Indian Air Force from its inception
in 1932. The gallery leads to a hangar exhibiting small aircraft and Air Force
inventory like anti-aircraft guns and vehicles. The outdoor gallery contains
aircraft that also displays several war trophies, radar equipment and captured
enemy vehicles. These aircraft are displayed only on the annual Air Force Day.
The children were elated to visit the museum and found it very informative
and interesting.

VISIT to PARLE G FACTORY
125 enthusiastic students from class VI to X accompanied by 7 teachers went
to visit Parle G factory in collaboration with Times NIE.
Parle G is one of the oldest biscuit brands in India which produces and
markets the largest selling biscuit in the world. The students had a promising
visit to this factory at Bahadurgarh.
The students were shown a small movie in the auditorium about the making
of Parle empire right from the start of the first factory in 1929. After this an
official took the enthusiastic students on a tour through the factory, thereby
highlighting the processes, packaging and production techniques at the

plant. It was a motivational experience for all.
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